This paper presents the crucial method for obtaining our team's results in the 8th Global Trajectory Optimization Competition (GTOC8). Because the positions and velocities of spacecraft cannot be completely determined by one observation on one radio source, the branch and bound method for sequence optimization of multi-asteroid exploration cannot be directly applied here. To overcome this difficulty, an optimization method for searching the observing sequence based on nominal low-thrust trajectories of the symmetric observing configuration is proposed. With the symmetric observing configuration, the normal vector of the triangle plane formed by the three spacecraft rotates in the ecliptic plane periodically and approximately points to the radio sources which are close to the ecliptic plane. All possible observing opportunities are selected and ranked according to the nominal trajectories designed by the symmetric observing configuration. First, the branch and bound method is employed to find the optimal sequence of the radio source with thrice observations. Second, this method is also used to find the optimal sequence of the left radio sources. The nominal trajectories are then corrected for accurate observations. The performance index of our result is 128,286,317.0 km which ranks the second place in GTOC8. 
Introduction
In the 8th Global Trajectory Optimization Competition (GTOC8), an innovative problem, which is related to interplanetary trajectory design, was released by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The theme for this new problem is "high-resolution mapping of radio sources in the universe using space-based very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI) [1] . During the competition, we proposed an effective design method for this new problem. Using this method, all computations were finished efficiently on our personal computers. The authors' team, Tsinghua University, ranks the second place in GTOC8 [1] . Our team achieved that all observed radio sources are near the ecliptic plane. These observed radio sources are preferable targets according to the performance index of GTOC8. The goal of this paper is to introduce the optimization method of the observing sequence as well as the nominal trajectories of a symmetric observing configuration for the sequence optimization.
The reason that we used the symmetric observing configuration and proposed the observing sequence optimization based on nominal trajectories is because of the particularity and complexity of GTOC8 compared with the previous GTOCs. For the most of the previous GTOCs, the problems concern low-thrust trajectory optimization for asteroid missions, such as asteroid defense, asteroid sample return, multiple asteroid rendezvous, and flyby, etc. (http://sophia.estec.esa.int/gtoc portal/). Extensive papers have been published in the fields of lowthrust interplanetary trajectory optimization. The optimization methods can be classified into two categories: indirect methods [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and direct methods [9] . Gao and Kluever [10] also proposed a hybrid method which combines these two kinds of methods. As for improving the solution efficiency, there are two levels of techniques The first level is about global searching. One of the most popular approaches is to approximate low-thrust trajectories by impulse trajectories and then search the optimal asteroid sequence through the branch and bound method [5] . Because impulse trajectories are not equivalent to low-thrust trajectories, fast methods for evaluating low-thrust trajectories are presented as well [6, 7] . Additionally, there are studies about determining optimal gravity assist sequences [8, 11] . The second level is about low-thrust trajectory optimization. Amount of powerful techniques have been proposed, such as smoothing techniques [2, 4] , parallel computation [3] , a shape-based trajectory technique [9] , etc. However, two new features appear in the problem of GTOC8 compared with the previous GTOCs, leading the problem to be more complex. Three spacecraft need to cooperate for observations. More importantly, the directions of the radio sources cannot be used to determine the position and/or velocity of any of the spacecraft. Although the problem of GTOC7 is also about a multiple spacecraft mission [12] , searching of target sequences of each spacecraft can still be regarded independently. Besides, the position and velocity of each spacecraft are equal to that of the target asteroid at each rendezvous time.
A symmetric observing configuration is found by the authors during GTOC8. With this configuration, the observing direction rotates periodically in the ecliptic plane, which is preferable for repetitive observations of the radios close to the ecliptic plane. This configuration is also taken as an efficient tool by some other teams such as the team of State Key Laboratory of Astronautic Dynamics and the team of Chinese Academy of Sciences [13, 14] . These teams [13, 14] both got excellent results. One of main differences between our method and their method is that the optimization of the observing sequence. In this paper, we take the idea of using the branch and bound method to search the optimal observing sequence. Different from the application of the branch and bound method in sequence searching of the multiple asteroid rendezvous mission [5] , the searching in the current paper is based on the pre-designed nominal trajectories so that no lambert problems need to be solved.
Our method for GTOC8 has been briefly introduced in our previous conference paper [15] . Compared with that paper [15] , this paper makes two contributions.
First, the symmetric observing configuration and its nominal trajectories are further analyzed. Second, the algorithms for optimization of the observing sequence are given in detail.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem of GTOC8 is briefly introduced. Section 3 presents and analyzes the symmetric observing configuration. In Section 4, the designed nominal trajectories of the symmetric observing configuration is introduced and analyzed. Section 5 presents the branch and bound method for searching the optimal observing sequence. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Background
In this section, the problem of GTOC8 [1] is briefly introduced. Three low-thrust propelled spacecraft are launched to formulate a series of triangles to observe radio sources. The equation of motion of each spacecraft isr
where r is the position vector of the spacecraft in the Earth Mean Ecliptic and Equinox of J2000 frame, µ is the gravitational constant of the Earth, T max is the maximal thrust magnitude, and m is the mass of the spacecraft. The maximum magnitude of the thrust is 0.1 N. The control variable consists of the unit vector of thrust direction α and the engine thrust ratio u ∈[0, 1]. The mass variation is computed bẏ
where I sp is the specific impulse, and g 0 is the standard acceleration of gravity at the sea level. The three spacecraft are launched from a 400-km altitude circular orbit around the Earth. The whole mission is no more than 3 years.
The range of the spacecraft relative to the Earth must obey the following condition:
6578.14 km r 1,000,000.0 km
An observation is recorded when the normal direction of the observing triangle is aligned with the direction of a radio source. The direction error must be less than 0.1 deg. The time intervals between two adjacent observations must be no less than 15 days.
The performance index J to be maximized is [1] :
where P is the weighting factor, h is the smallest of the three altitudes of the observing triangle, and δ is the declination of the observed radio sources. An altitude of a triangle is the perpendicular distance from a vertex to the opposite side (or its extension) [1] . The observing altitude h must be larger than 10,000 km for effective observations. The weighting factor P takes on the values of 1, 3, 6, and 0 for repeat observations according to the rules. The most attractive case is to observe the same radio source for three times and the three observing altitudes satisfy h 2 /h 1 > 3 and h 3 /h 2 > 3.
3 Analysis of the symmetric observing configuration
Reason of using the symmetric observing configuration
According to Eq. (4), radio sources near the ecliptic plane are preferable because a low declination δ greatly contributes to the performance index. Therefore, an observing configuration with its observing direction rotating in the ecliptic plane is considered in the preliminary design. In GTOC8, 420 radio sources are given by the organizer. Because the time interval between two adjacent observations should be no less than 15 days, no more than 16 different radio sources, if each one is observed thrice, can be observed in two years. Actually, 37 radio sources, whose declinations are from −3 to 3 deg, can be selected from all 420 given radio sources, as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, the radio sources near the ecliptic plane are enough for designing a competitive observing mission. Because the number of radio sources is reduced to 37, the complexity of computations is greatly reduced. Additionally, it contributes greatly to the performance index if the weighting factor P takes the maximum value. But, it requires that a radio source is observed thrice. In order to repeatedly observe many radio sources, it is beneficial to rotate the observing direction periodically.
Therefore, we propose to use the symmetric observing configuration which enables the observing direction rotating periodically in the ecliptic plane. The geometry of the desired configuration and its properties will be given below.
Geometry of the symmetric observing configuration
The geometry of the symmetric observing configuration is shown in Fig. 2 . As for this configuration, the following four conditions are satisfied: (1) two of the three spacecraft, denoted as S 1 and S 2 , orbit symmetrically about the ecliptic plane; (2) the other one of the three spacecraft, denoted as S 3 , stays in the ecliptic plane; (3) the orbits are all circular with the same radius; (4) the arguments of latitude of S 1 and S 2 are the same (the ascending nodes are opposite) while the difference in the (a) All given radio sources (b) The selected radio sources arguments of latitude of S 1 and S 3 is π.
Denote the inclination and the argument of latitude of S 1 as i and θ, respectively. Then, the position vectors of the three spacecraft are derived as follows:
The normal direction of the observing triangle is
where
According to Eqs. (8) and (9), the normal direction of the observing triangle keeps parallel to the ecliptic plane, which is also shown in Fig. 2 .
Moreover, the observing altitude is low if S 1 and S 2 are close to the ecliptic plane but it becomes higher if S 1 and S 2 move away from the ecliptic plane. To obtain the maximum h, the following conditions must be satisfied: (1) the inclination of S 1 is 60 deg; (2) the three spacecraft consist of an equilateral triangle; (3) the radius of each spacecraft's orbit is 1×10 6 km. Once these conditions are satisfied, h is equal to 1.5×10 6 km. The configuration with i = 60 deg is chosen as the final configuration in our strategy.
Properties of the symmetric observing configuration
Because n is always parallel to the ecliptic plane, the first property of the symmetric observing configuration is that the observing direction can be regarded as staying in the ecliptic plane. The second property is about the periodicity of the observing direction. According to Eqs. (8) and (9), the right ascension of the observing direction is
Because the difference between α 1 and α 2 keeps π, only the variation of α 1 is analyzed herein. Both directions will be considered in searching the optimal sequence. Besides, the considered range for α is from 0 to 2π in the rest of this paper. If α is less than zero, then α = α + 2π. The history of α with θ for different i is shown in Fig. 3 . According to this figure, α has periodicity for each inclination. It also can be found that the curve of α to θ becomes straight when the inclination decreases. Nevertheless, the effect of i on α is small according to the shapes of the curves.
Nominal trajectories of the symmetric observing configuration
In this paper, we only concern the low-thrust trajectories after the Moon gravity assists because there is no effective observation in our design result before gravity assists. Before the Moon gravity assists, we use the analytical control law which maximizes the variation of the apogee to design the multiple-revolution trajectories. In this way, the orbits of spacecraft can be raised to the Moon rapidly. At the end stage, the trajectory optimization is conducted to obtain the desired final state before the Moon gravity assists. More details for designing the low-thrust trajectory before the Moon gravity assists can be found in Ref. [15] . Additionally, we use the homotopy method [4] with the logarithmic homotopy [2] for low-thrust trajectory optimization. And the equation of motion is described by the equinoctial elements [10] . More details on the low-thrust trajectory optimization can also be found in Ref. [15] . The state variables of the three spacecraft are shown in Table 1 . After the Moon gravity assists, the orbits of all spacecraft are ellipses with high eccentricities. Besides, the orbital planes of S 1 and Fig. 3 Periodicity of the observing direction with different inclinations. S 2 are very close to the ecliptic plane. To achieve the final observing configuration as well as adjust the size of the configuration for obtaining desired observing altitudes, both circularization and adjustments of orbital inclination are essential. The designed nominal trajectories in our methods belong to four stages. In the first stage, the orbits of the three spacecraft are circularized and adjusted to construct the symmetric observing configuration. The target radius is set to 0.99×10 6 km. In the second stage, the inclinations of S 1 and S 2 are changed to ±13 deg and the time spent on this stage is 2 orbital periods. In order to achieve observations with high performance, a radio source needs to be observed three times and the three observing altitudes should satisfy h max /h mid 3 and h mid /h min > 3 [1] . The h for each i takes its maximum when θ = π. The variation of h with respect to i when θ = π is shown in Fig. 4 . The inclination of 13 deg is chosen to make the maximum observing height at the last coast stage as about 1/3 of the largest observing height. The length of this period is approximate to those of the first stage and the last coast stage. The reason that this ratio is not exactly 1/3 is to make the period of the third stage as integral multiples of the half orbital period. In the third stage, the inclinations of S 1 and S 2 are changed to ±60 deg. In the fourth stage, all spacecraft coast until the mission ends. The designed nominal trajectories for stage 1 are shown in Fig. 5 . According to the figure, the semimajor axis of each spacecraft's orbit increases and all orbits are circularized during this stage.
The history of the observing altitude and direction for stage 1 are shown in Fig. 6 . The reason that there are two color lines in Fig. 6(b) is because α has two solutions. This explanation also holds for the figures in other stages. According to the figure, the observing altitude and direction are not periodic in this stage. This is because the symmetric observing configuration has not been constructed before this stage.
Nominal trajectories in stage 2
The designed nominal trajectories for stage 2 are shown in Fig. 7 . According to the figure, both the inclinations of S 1 and S 2 change during this stage and then stay at the desired values.
The history of the observing altitude and direction for stage 2 are shown in Fig. 8 . The first wave in Fig. 8(a) is not the same as other three waves because the inclination adjustment is conducted. After that, both the observing altitude and direction becomes periodic. And the range of the observing direction is from 0 to 2π. 
Nominal trajectories in stage 3
The designed nominal trajectories for stage 3 are shown in Fig. 9 . According to the figure, both the inclinations of S 1 and S 2 change continuously during this stage. The history of the observing altitude and direction for stage 3 are shown in Fig. 10 . According to the figure, the peaks of the wave increases. This is because of the inclination adjustment. But, the observing direction is almost periodic. And the range of the observing direction is from 0 to 2π.
Nominal trajectories in stage 4
The designed nominal trajectories for stage 4 are shown in Fig. 11 . According to the figure, all spacecraft keep coasting during this stage. The history of the observing altitude and direction for stage 4 are shown in Fig. 12 . According to the figure, both the observing altitude and direction are periodic. And the range of the observing direction is from 0 to 2π. Compared Fig. 12 with Fig. 8 , we see that the shapes of the waves of the observing altitude are similar and the histories of the observing direction are similar as well. Because of this phenomenon, we predict that if an observing sequence is found in stage 4 then the same observing sequence can be found in stage 2 with the same order it appears. Therefore, we search the observing sequence in stage 2 the same as that in stage 4. It greatly reduces the computation effort when the branch bound method is applied.
Optimization of the observing sequence
In the previous section, we present the nominal trajectories. With these nominal trajectories, we propose an algorithm to select all possible observing opportunities. After that, a global optimization method, the branch bound method, is employed for optimization of the observing sequence.
Selecting possible observing opportunities
The following algorithm is used for selecting possible observing opportunities:
Step 1 Initialize the discrete time points {t 1 ,. . . , t N } between t s and t f with the time interval of one day.
Step 2 Compute h and α at the discrete time points.
Step 3 Find all observing possibilities with the selected radio sources between t k and t k+1 (k = 1,. . . , N − 1) based on α. Use linear interpolations to obtain observing time points and h at these time points.
Step 4 Sort all possible observations according to observing time.
The time interval for the discrete time points is set to 1 h. The positions of the three spacecraft at these time points are calculated by a cubic spline method. Because the declinations of the selected radio sources are small, a radio source is regarded as observed if its right ascension is the same as that of the observing direction. The declination error will be corrected after the sequence has been optimized. The observing time and the observing altitude between two adjacent discrete time points are computed by the linear interpolation.
With the algorithm mentioned above, we select all the possible observing opportunities as well as the corresponding observing altitudes. The results are shown in Fig. 13 , where the stars denote the observing opportunities and the dashed lines represent the boundaries of the four stages.
As shown in the figure, the widths of stage 1, stage 2, and stage 4 are almost the same. Moreover, the maximum altitudes of these three stages satisfy h max /h mid > 3 and h mid /h min > 3. We will search the optimal sequence of the thrice observed radio sources in these stages. Because the thrice observed radio sources dominate the performance index, we conducted this search first. After the optimal thrice observing sequence has been determined, we conducted optimization of the sequence with twice and once observed radio sources.
Optimization of the sequence of the thrice observed radio sources
The branch and bound method is used for the optimization of the sequence with thrice observed radio sources. Because the observations with P = 6 dominate the performance index, we conducted the searching in stage 4 first. The searching procedure is shown in Fig. 14 . In this figure, P N −k represents the number of the radio sources. As illustrated in Fig. 14 , we take last 30 points of the observing opportunities in Fig. 13 as the starting point in the searching procedure. In this way, the observing opportunities near the last wave crest are all considered. Besides, the opportunities with high observing altitude are preferred. The points whose observing altitude h is less than 7.0×10 5 km are discarded, as indicated by the dashed boxes in the figure. Then, we increase the sequence step by step. As for the point P N −k , the points from P N −k−1 to P N −k−50 are considered and the point Fig. 13 History of the observing altitude and all possible observing opportunities. is chosen if the observing time interval between this point and P N −k is no less than 15 days. A termination condition of increasing sequences is either no new radio source can be found or a sequence's length reaches 15.
With the branch and bound method mentioned above, we obtain 158,112 observing sequences and all these sequences will be used for the next searching. According to the performance index, the top ten of the obtained observing sequences are found and listed in Table 2 . The lengths of these observing sequences are all 12 and the performance indexes are all over 100×10 6 km.
Then, we search the observing sequences in stage 2 with P = 3. Because the observing sequence in stage 3 must have the same radio sources, the searching procedure is not the same as that shown in Fig. 14. Denote a observing sequence found in stage 4 as {T 1 ,. . . ,T 12 } and the numbers of the radio sources in stage 2 as {Q N ,. . . ,Q 1 }. The searching procedure is illustrated in Fig. 15 . For the step k, the radio source varies from Q N to Q 1 . If its number matches T k , then the following two conditions are checked: (1) the time interval between this radio source and any other selected radio source is no less than 15 days; (2) its observing altitude is less than 1/3 of that of the same radio source in stage 4. If these two conditions are satisfied, this radio source is regarded as feasible and the observing sequence increases.
After the branch and bound searching, we obtain 50,872 observing sequences. The ten sequences with the largest performance indexes are shown in Table  3 . In this table, ∆J represents the increment to the performance index because of the observations with P = 3. We find that the given performance indexes are all larger than 115×10 6 km. Because the number of the obtained observing sequences is large, only those with J > 114 × 10 6 km will be used in the next step.
Last, we search the observing sequences in the part of stage 2 where no radio sources are selected and in stage 1 with P = 1. The searching procedure is similar to that for stage 2. After the branch and bound searching, we obtain 1,384,288 observing sequences. Then, the best observing sequence is taken as the optimal observing sequence. The result is shown in Table 4 . The increment to the performance index in this stage is small because P = 1 and the observing altitudes are small. The distribution of the optimal observations with three times is shown in Fig. 16 . As the prediction stated in Section 4, the observing sequence in stage 4 has the same appearing order as that in stage 2.
Optimization of the sequence with twice and once observed radio sources
After the optimal sequence with thrice observations is obtained, the branch and bound method is used for optimization of the sequence with twice and once observations. Because these observations contribute minor to the performance index, we introduce the approach briefly. First, radio sources that will be repeatedly observed twice (P = 1, 3) is searched. The searching procedure is similar to that for thrice observations, but the searching area for P = 3 are in stage 3 and stage 1 while searching area for P = 1 is in stage 1. Only the radio sources which have not been selected for thrice observation are considered. And the selected radio sources in this section must satisfy the constraint of time intervals. Second, all other radio sources that can be observed once (P = 1) is searched. The result of the observing sequence with two observations is listed in Table 5 and the result of the observing sequence with one observation is listed in Table 6 . The increments due to twice observation and once observation is much smaller compared with that of the thrice observation. The total performance index is 126,298,367.8 km which is a little smaller than our final Fig. 16 Distribution of the optimal observations with three times. result. This is because the observations designed by the nominal trajectories are not accurate. After orbit corrections for accurate observations, the performance index will change.
The distribution of the optimal observations with one and two times is shown in Fig. 17 . According to this figure, all these observations happen in stage 1 and stage 3.
Results with accurate observations
After the observations are approximately designed, orbit corrections are conducted to obtain accurate observations. The introduction on the orbit corrections can be found in Ref. [15] . The trajectories of the three spacecraft for accurate observations are shown in Fig.  18 .
The summary of the optimal observing sequence submitted is shown in Table 7 . The final performance index is J = 128 286 317.0 km.
Conclusions
In this paper, the symmetric observing configuration is used for designing low-thrust trajectories of three Rsp136 = radio sources observed exactly thrice with P =1, 3, and 6. Rsp13 = radio sources observed exactly twice with P =1, 3. Rsp11 = radio sources observed exactly twice with P = 1 both times. Rsp1 = radio sources observed exactly once with P = 1.
spacecraft for observing radio sources. With the observing configuration, the normal vector of the triangle plane formed by the three spacecraft rotates in the ecliptic plane periodically and approximately points to the radio sources which are close to the ecliptic plane. The searching procedures using the branch and bound method based on nominal trajectories for optimal observing sequence is then proposed.
The obtained optimal sequence has 50 observations and 22 unique radio sources. Specifically, 12 radio sources observed exactly thrice with P = 1, 3, and 6; 3 radio sources observed exactly twice with P = 1, 3; 1 radio source observed exactly twice with both P = 1; and 6 radio sources observed exactly once with P = 1. The performance J of the optimized low-thrust trajectories for accurate observations is 128,286,317.0 km. These results are exactly the same as that we submitted in GTOC8. The second place ranking of our performance in GTOC8 implies advantage and effectiveness of our method. Low-thrust trajectories of the three spacecraft for accurate observations. 
